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An Import Security Filing (ISF), known also as a “10+2,”
is an import security filing sheet that is required by the
customs border patrol. The ISF filing requirement
applies to all break bulk and containerized ocean
shipments destined for the United States by mode of
ocean vessel. That means that air freight shipments or
rail shipments from countries on the same continent
as the United States do not require an ISF to be filed.
In addition, bulk cargo is exempt from IFS
requirements.
According to the United States Customs Border Patrol,
10 out of the 12 elements in an ISF along with a Power
of Attorney (POA) must be properly filed 24 hours
prior to laden on a vessel that is destined directly for
the United States. The remaining two elements must
be submitted at least 24 hours prior to the vessel
arrival in the US. The party responsible for filing the ISF
is typically the good’s owner, consignee, purchaser, or
their agent / customs broker. For shipments moving
under a transshipment routing, the main ISF elements
must be filed 24 hours before laden on the main
(longer) voyage that is destined for the US. Failure to
provide an ISF in accordance with these rules may
result in a monetary fine up to $5000 USD or increased
chance of inspection upon arrival.

Lately, there has been a miscommunication
between US based BMSB fumigators and AU
Department of Agriculture’s standard dosage for
fumigation. US fumigators have been using
fumigations dosages above the standard limit set
by the Australia Department of Agriculture,
resulting in containers needing to sit for venting
before being released from the destination
wharfs. Only a few issues have been documented
on PGL’s side and we are actively trying to resolve
the miscommunication of standards when origin
fumigation is required.

AIR EXPORT UPDATES
chiairexport@pglinc.biz - We have created a
group email for the Chicago Air Export
department that is overlooked by Nez, Adas &
Haris. Please use this email for future
correspondence with the air export team.
Shipment Status Update - Now emails will be
sent to your air import group emails once
shipments have been scheduled for pickup,
picked up and arrived at our warehouse.
Feedback welcomed!

The Import Security Filing is also known as a “10+2”
because the sheet must contain 10 elements that
pertain to the importer and supplier as well as two
element that pertain to the carrier. The 10 elements
pertaining to the importer and supplier are as follows:
Continued next page…
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1. Commodity Harmonized Tariff Schedule Number
(HTSUS) of each product being shipped.
2. Seller name and address.
3. Buyer name and address.
4. Manufacturer name and address.
5. Importer of record number or foreign trade zone
applicable ID number (EIN or SSN).
6. Country of origin.
7. Ship-to party name and address.
8. Consignee Number (EIN or SSN)
9. Container loading (stuffing) location (24 hours prior to
arrival).
10. Consolidator (stuffers) name and address (24 prior to
arrival).

Additional information required in the ISF not directly
included in the “10” elements is the Bill of Number and
SCAC code of the carrier. This information enables the
ISF to be connect to the vessel carriers manifest.
Vessel stow plan and Container status messages are
carrier responsibilities and not those of the ISF filer.

PGL WEBSITE
Developed in house, the Pinpoint Global Logistics new
and improved website was launched several months
ago. We significantly upgraded our website with the
goal of being able to provide our partners with as much
information and tools as possible.

“It’s imperative to have an attractive and
functional website these days. Not only to keep
up with our competitors, but to provide our
partners with easily accessible information and
tools to help them be better.”
– Anthony Gliganic, website developer

On top of providing information on our services,
industry updates, and contact details; we have included
tools and resources that make our website a one stop
for most freight forwarding needs. Features such as
online rate requests, service coverage maps, inquiry
submission, and more have been added to help our
partners get answers to questions on-demand.
Our interactive FAK Sailing Schedule allows users to
choose an origin and destination to determine LCL
sailing schedules and cutoffs.
In our resources tab, we have also incorporated unit
conversions, freight class calculators, a BMSB
fumigation requirement search bar, and an easy
tracking feature that provides visitors a direct link to
ocean and air freight tracking by clicking the carrier’s
link. See for yourself @ www.pglinc.biz
Don’t see something you’d like to see? To suggest a
feature, contact Anthony at Anthony.Gliganic@pglinc.biz
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MEET THE TEAM
Al Johnson
Quote: “Just Make it Happen”
Background: Al Johnson is one of the founding members of
Pinpoint Global Logistics and has been here since the company
opened. Al has a wealth of experience and is known to make it
happen, no matter the situation.
Role: Al is the Seafreight Manager in the Chicago office. Majority
of his time is spent handling FCL, quoting and organizing special
project cargo shipments. He sometimes pokes his head in to
help with tech issues and works on our car’s when they have
issues. -Thanks Al
When he isn't working, Al enjoys being a gearhead on the
weekends, working on cars, taking motorcycle rides & camping
with the wife & daughter.

Austin Getz
Quote: “Don’t worry… Austin Getz it”
Background: Austin has worked his way up from the Pinpoint
warehouse where he learned the ins and outs of daily
operations. Once the opportunity raised itself, Austin moved
into the office to help progress our FCL program.
Role: Austin handles documentation and customer service in the
FCL department alongside Al in Chicago.
In his free time, Austin enjoys working out and playing the
drums in his band, The Dead Woods. You can stream their music
on Spotify or Apple Music!
When he’s not playing in bars, he’s playing on them. He spends
most of his free time working on his calisthenics inspired
clothing brand, Barstuff Calisthenics.
Show some support and follow both of his pages on Instagram,
@barstuffcalisthenics and @thedeadwoods
We welcome your ideas!
Is there something you would like us to write about? Please email
Haris/Anthony for article requests.
Haris.veljacic@pglinc.biz Anthony.gliganic@pglinc.biz

Because they're..... e-racers
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